Sixth Sense

One Page Paper – First Draft / 2nd Draft

For the 1st draft, follow the Scoring Guide below. Have an adult review and critique your draft for full points. Once that is complete, click on the link in assignments titled: Sixth Sense Second Draft, it will bring up PaperRater, use PaperRater to find any grammar or spelling errors. Turn in the PaperRater summary for 2nd draft points.

Scoring Guide for Final Draft:

The final draft is worth 100 points. You will be graded on the following areas:

- 15 points MLA formatting (go to Resources and then MLA Formatting on my website).

- 5 points for doing just 1 theme OR just 1 protagonist/antagonist.

- 5 points for having 1 page (no more, no less). (Remember if you go over a page, I won’t read it).

- 15 points for writing in 3rd person (no 1st or 2nd person words).

- 15 points for correct grammar and spelling.

- 10 points for stating your thesis (claim) up front and specifically. And for a conclusion that connects back to your thesis.

- 5 points for a creative title that ties into your thesis or claim (Sixth Sense is not a creative title).

- 30 points for avoiding plot and summary, no fluff (this includes telling us if you liked the movie or not). Just facts and ideas that support your thesis (claim).

Points will also be added or subtracted based on the quality of the paper and how strong the thesis is and how strong the evidence is to back it up.